I THESALONIANS
Part Twenty Nine: “The Christian Worker’s Supplication”

I Thessalonians 3:10
Night and day praying exceedingly that we might see your face,
and might perfect that which is lacking in your faith

Paul’s Request
In Paul’s description of how he had prayed for the people of Thessalonica, we find a good description of how we ought to pray for the people we serve.

1. Our prayers for people should be **persistent**.
   *Night and day*

2. Our prayers for people should be **passionate**.
   *Praying exceedingly*

3. Our prayers for people should be **personal**.
   *That we might see your face*

4. Our prayers for people should be **pressing**.
   *And might perfect that which is lacking*

5. Our prayers for people should be **purposeful**.
   *In your faith*